
Trace & Texture: glasspainting with propylene glycol.
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If you share these notes please credit me as the person who invented this glasspainting
mixture and perfected these application techniques.

I travel internationally to teach stained glass design and glasspainting and offer workshops
for all ages at my studio in Vermont, USA. Check out my workshops schedule and read
about how I developed this method of glasspainting at www.coombscriddle.com

MIXING DRY PAINT:

 Mix dry paint with propylene glycol only
 Use as little prop.glycol as possible yet make sure the mix is fully saturated (no

dry/powdery bits).
 Store in an airtight jar and allow to slake (stand and settle) for a minimum of one

week.

Do not paint with freshly mixed glasspaint and prop.glycol. It will be slimy, unpleasant and
tends to bleed. It won't be opaque when fired.

After one week (minimum) the paint will have settled and the prop.glycol risen to the top.
Pour off this excess prop.glycol. The mixture will have the consistency of treacle or stiffer. It
cannot be too stiff; like cornstarch mixed with water is great (takes about 3 months of
slaking to achieve this).

Thinning the slaked mixture for use

 Place small amount of slaked mixture in shot glass
 Add equal quantities of prop.glycol and water, a little at a time, from dropper

bottles.
 Test the consistency as you continue to add drops of prop.glycol an water to

achieve the 'openness' and consistency you need.
 Sign your name with a steel nib pen to ensure that you have a good, workable

consistency for general use. Whilst adjusting the mixture, wipe nib with damp rag
before re-dipping the pen.

Too much prop.glycol = paint that is slimy, transparent, tendency to bleed

Too much water = paint that dries too quickly and cannot be manipulated. You cannot push
the paint around or return to add more tracelines later. Many/most textural effects cannot
be achieved with paint that has too much water in it because it dries too quickly.



"Tools are not just extensions to our hands, they are extensions to
our creativity"

Footprints: get to know the character and potential of your tool/applicator/brush.
Each tool has at least one footprint. Identify it.

Choose the right tool for the job

Apply “approximately the right amount of paint in approximately the right place".

Explore ways to manipulating the wet paint. (pushing paint around with rubber tools
combing, dragging (with fan brush).

Wipe tools with damp rag as you work.

IMPROVISING TOOLS & TEXTURES

Texture can be used in place of traditional matting to maintain the sparkle of the glass.

Texture may be stamped on directly or removed from a pre-laid matte. Badgering a matte
first will limit the amount you can manipulate the paint (because it dries the paint).
Consider non-traditional mattes, e.g. wide brushstrokes with sponge applicator or brush.
Most texturizing tools & fabric work better if damp.

Consider transparency: wipe back edges to create clear sparkle in fine/fractured areas so
that view beyond the window will not distract from your image. Create textures that
enable completely clear areas of glass to remain.

Objects & materials that make close contact with the glass will make the best tools. For
example; wood works better than metal or stiff plastics; pine or bamboo work better than
hardwoods; rubber is best.

Try experimenting with sponge applicators, squirrel hair (soft) brushes for laying on mattes;
plastic baggies, netting, lace, cloth for texturizing; sponges & stamps (home-made &
manufactured); faux painting tools, inc. combs; artist’s rubber painting tools.

Celebrate your creativity!
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